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Abstract 
 
Experiment I investigated the effects of speech presentation level on 
acceptance of background noise in listeners with normal (N = 30) and impaired 
hearing (n = 69); Experiment II investigated the potential for the effects of speech 
presentation level on acceptance of noise to differentiate full-time (N = 25), part-time 
(N = 21), and non-users (N = 23) of hearing aids; and Experiment III investigated the 
predictive probability of acceptance of noise measured at multiple speech 
presentation levels.  Conventional ANL (i.e., ANL at MCL), global ANL (i.e., ANL 
averaged across speech presentation levels), and ANL growth (i.e., the slope of the 
ANL function) were measured for all listeners.  Results from Experiment I 
demonstrated that neither global ANLs nor ANL growth were related to hearing 
sensitivity when listeners were matched for conventional ANL.  Additionally, none 
of the ANL measures were related to pure tone average for listeners with impaired 
hearing.  These results indicate that the effects of presentation level on acceptance of 
noise may not be related to hearing sensitivity.  Results from Experiment II 
demonstrated that global ANLs differentiated the three hearing aid groups in the 
same manner as conventional ANL; however, ANL growth differentiated full-time 
hearing aid users from non-users only.  Individual data analysis further demonstrated 
that both global ANL and ANL growth may be able to better differentiate part-time 
hearing aid users from the other two groups better than conventional ANL.  These 
results indicate that the effects of presentation level on acceptance of noise show 
potential in differentiating the three hearing aid groups.  Results of Experiment III 
demonstrated that conventional ANL predicted hearing aid use for successful (i.e., 
 iv
  
full-time hearing aid users) and unsuccessful (i.e., part-time or non-users of hearing 
aids) hearing aid users with 68% accuracy.  Furthermore, the accuracy of the 
prediction decreased for global ANL but was maintained or slightly increased for 
ANL growth or ANL at presentation levels of 65, 70, 75 dB HL.  These results 
indicated that the predictive probability of acceptance of noise measured at multiple 
speech presentation levels was comparable to the prediction obtained for 
conventional ANL. 
 v
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In 2004, the number of individuals with hearing difficulty in the United 
States was 31.5 million, of which only 20% own hearing aids (Kochkin, 2005).  Of 
those who own hearing aids, approximately 30% are dissatisfied users and 17% 
never use their hearing aids (Kochkin, 2005).  The reason that individuals with 
hearing loss do not pursue amplification and/or are dissatisfied hearing aid users is 
not fully understood and has lead to many attempts to predict hearing aid usage (Cox 
and Alexander, 2000; Hosford-Dunn and Halpern, 2000, 2001).  Without this 
understanding and predictive ability, hearing aids are prescribed on somewhat of an 
arbitrary basis.   
In 2004, one of the most common performance-related complaints with 
hearing aids was annoyance from amplified background noise (Kirkwood, 2005).  
Therefore, in an attempt to develop a means to predict hearing aid use, Nabelek, 
Freyaldenhoven, Tampas, Burchfield, and Muenchen (in press) measured acceptance 
of noise in 191 listeners with hearing impairment.  Acceptance of noise was 
measured using the acceptable noise level (ANL) procedure, which is defined as an 
individual’s willingness to accept background noise while listening to and following 
the words of a story.  To measure an ANL, listeners are first asked to adjust running 
speech to their most comfortable listening level (MCL).  Then background noise is 
introduced, and the listeners are asked to adjust the noise to their maximum 
acceptable background noise level while listening to and following the words of a 
story (called BNL).  The ANL is then calculated by subtracting the BNL from the 
MCL (see Appendix A for ANL instructions).   
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Results of the Nabelek et al. (in press) study demonstrated that ANLs were 
not related to age, gender, hearing status, or speech perception in noise scores.  
Results further demonstrated that successful hearing aid use was related to an 
individual’s ability to accept background noise.  Specifically, individuals who accept 
high levels of background noise (i.e., have small ANLs) are likely to become 
successful hearing aid users (i.e., wear hearing aids on a full-time basis), and 
individuals who cannot accept background noise (i.e., have large ANLs) are likely to 
become unsuccessful hearing aid users (i.e., wear hearing aids occasionally or not at 
all).  Furthermore, Nabelek et al. (2004) demonstrated that unaided and aided ANLs 
did not change over a three-month acclimation period to hearing aids, and ANLs can 
predict hearing aid use with 85% accuracy.  Based on these results, Nabelek et al. (in 
press) suggested that unaided ANLs could be measured before an individual obtains 
hearing aids with a relatively good prediction as to whether the listener will become 
a successful or unsuccessful hearing aid user.   
   To obtain a further understanding of acceptance of noise (i.e., ANL), 
Franklin, Thelin, Nabelek, and Burchfield (2006) evaluated acceptance of noise with 
speech stimuli presented at five different presentation levels [20, 34, 48, 62, and 76 
decibels hearing level (dB HL)] in listeners with normal hearing.  The results 
demonstrated that ANLs were directly related to speech presentation level.  
Specifically, a 4-dB increase in speech presentation level yielded a 1-dB increase in 
ANL.  Furthermore, individual data analysis showed that the change in ANL with 
increasing speech presentation level was not uniform among listeners with normal 
hearing. 
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Tampas and Harkrider (2006) continued the work of Franklin et al. (2006) by 
investigating (i) the difference in ANL growth at three different speech presentation 
levels (35, MCL, 70 dB HL) in females with normal hearing and small and large 
ANLs and (ii) the effects of auditory evoked potentials on ANLs at various speech 
presentation levels.  The results demonstrated that ANL growth for the two groups 
was not uniform and that an individual’s ANL growth may vary based on the 
individual’s ANL at MCL.  Specifically, females with small ANLs demonstrated 
smaller ANL growth with increasing speech presentation level than females with 
large ANLs.  Additionally, the two groups demonstrated significant latency 
differences for waves III and V of the auditory brainstem response (ABR) and 
significant amplitude differences for the middle latency response (MLR) and long 
latency response (LLR).  More specifically, females with small ANLs had longer 
wave III and V latencies and smaller Na-Pa, P1-N1, and N1-P2 amplitudes than 
females with large ANLs.  These results further indicated that ANLs are dependent 
on speech presentation level in listeners with normal hearing (Tampas and Harkrider, 
2006). 
Previous ANL research indicates that ANL is not affected by hearing 
sensitivity (Nabelek, Tucker, and Letowski, 1991; Nabelek et al., in press).  ANL 
research also indicates that ANLs are dependent on speech presentation level in 
listeners with normal hearing and that these effects may be larger in listeners with 
large ANLs (Note: ANL growth is calculated from ANLs obtained at various speech 
presentation levels) (Franklin et al., 2006; Tampas and Harkrider, 2006).  More 
specifically, listeners with large ANLs have larger ANL growth than listeners with 
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small ANLs for the normal hearing population (Tampas and Harkrider, 2006).  
Furthermore, it is well known that the auditory system in listeners with sensorineural 
hearing loss behaves differently than the normal ear.  For example, listeners with 
sensorineural hearing loss have a reduced dynamic range and loudness recruitment, 
which causes abnormal loudness level growth in these listeners (Moore and 
Glasberg, 1997).  It could, therefore, be hypothesized that ANL growth will be 
significantly affected in ears with sensorineural hearing loss. ANL growth in 
individuals with normal hearing and hearing loss have, however, not been compared.  
Therefore, one purpose of the present study is to determine the effects of speech 
presentation level on acceptance of noise in listeners with normal and impaired 
hearing.   
ANLs are conventionally measured at one speech presentation level, the 
listener’s MCL.  When measuring ANLs in this manner, a prediction as to whether a 
listener will be a successful or unsuccessful hearing aid user can be made with 
approximately 85% accuracy (Nabelek et al., in press).  However, there are several 
potential limitations to the current prediction of hearing aid use.  First, the model 
assumes that in daily listening situations, hearing aid users only listen at one level, 
their MCL; therefore, the model gives no information on how background noise 
acceptance is changed if the signal of interest is above or below MCL.  Second, both 
part-time and non-users of hearing aids make up the unsuccessful hearing aid user 
group.  Part-time hearing aid users are defined as individuals who wear their hearing 
aids occasionally, and non-users are defined as individuals who reject their hearing 
aids.  These two groups cannot be differentiated using a single ANL measure.  Third, 
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although successful hearing aid use can be predicted with 85% accuracy, an accurate 
prediction cannot be made for 15% of the population.  For example, the most 
frequent ANL value is 10 dB, and the current predictive model indicates a 50% 
probability of success for listeners with ANLs of 10 dB.  Therefore, the use of a 
single ANL measure may be insufficient for listeners with the most common ANLs.  
Consequently, another purpose of the present study is to determine if ANL measured 
at high and low speech presentation levels serves as a better predictor of hearing aid 
use than a single ANL measure.  The following research questions were addressed:           
1. Are the effects of speech presentation level on acceptance of background 
noise different in listeners with normal and impaired hearing? 
2. Can the effects of speech presentation level on acceptance of background 
noise differentiate full-time, part-time, and non-users of hearing aids? 
3. Can acceptance of noise measured at multiple speech presentation levels 
predict hearing aid use for full-time, part-time, and non-users of hearing 
aids?  
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
General Overview 
Nabelek et al. (1991) first investigated acceptance of background noise using 
the acceptable noise level (ANL) procedure (Note: ANL was then called tolerated 
signal-to-noise ratio).  ANL is a procedure to quantify an individual’s willingness to 
listen to speech in the presence of background noise.   To obtain an ANL, a recorded 
story of running speech is adjusted to the listener’s most comfortable listening level 
(MCL).  Next, background noise is added and adjusted to the maximum acceptable 
background noise level the listener is willing to “put up with” while listening and 
following the words of a story (called BNL). The ANL, in dB, is calculated by 
subtracting the BNL from the MCL (ANL = MCL – BNL).  
 
Relationship to Hearing Aid Use 
Nabelek et al. (1991) assessed ANL in five groups of listeners (N = 
15/group).  The first two groups consisted of young individuals with normal hearing 
and elderly individuals with relatively good hearing.  The remaining three groups 
consisted of individuals with hearing impairment who differed in pattern of hearing 
aid use.  The groups were defined in the following manner: full-time users wore their 
hearing aids whenever they needed them, part-time users wore their hearing aids 
only occasionally, and non-users had completely stopped wearing their hearing aids.  
ANLs were collected monaurally under earphones for five types of background 
noise: speech babble noise, speech spectrum noise, a pneumatic drill, traffic noise, 
and ‘elevator’ music.  The results demonstrated ANLs were not related to age, 
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hearing sensitivity, or type of background noise distraction.  The results further 
demonstrated that ANLs for full-time users (M = 7.5 dB) were significantly smaller 
than ANLs for part-time (M = 14.0 dB) and non-users (M = 14.5 dB); however, there 
was no difference in ANLs for part-time and non-users.  These results indicated that 
ANLs were not related to age, hearing status, or type of background noise distraction 
but were related to hearing aid usage.   
 Crowley (1994) continued this research investigating the relationship 
between ANLs (then called “tolerated noise levels”) and several other subject 
variables (i.e., age, gender, years of education, number of medications taken daily, 
employment time, pure tone average (PTA), audiometric slope, speech perception in 
noise, dynamic range of the hearing loss, loudness discomfort levels, the difference 
between the National Acoustics Laboratory (NAL) target and insertion gain, attitude 
toward hearing loss, and motivation to pursue hearing aids) in an attempt to predict 
hearing aid satisfaction and hours of daily hearing aid use.  Forty-six first-time 
binaural hearing aid users were tested.  ANLs were obtained monaurally through an 
earphone with the frequency response shaped to simulate an appropriate hearing aid 
fitting.  ANLs were assessed using two background noises: speech babble and speech 
spectrum noises.  Additionally, four to six weeks post-fitting, listeners were asked to 
complete the Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit (PHAB; Cox and Gilmore, 1990).  
Significant but weak correlations were found between ANLs and PTA, dynamic 
range of the hearing loss, and patient attitude toward their hearing loss.  Specifically, 
participants with better hearing sensitivity and larger dynamic ranges tended to 
accept greater amounts of background noise.  Additionally, participants who had the 
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most difficultly coping with hearing loss had greater difficulty accepting background 
noise.   In subsequent data analyses, Crowley and Nabelek (1996) used regression 
analysis to determine the contribution of ANL as a predictive measure of the PHAB 
outcome.  Results showed that ANLs were predictive of the Familiar Talkers 
subscale of the PHAB.  This was the first evidence that ANLs might be able to be 
used as a predictor of hearing aid outcome.      
Lytle (1994) investigated the relationship between ANLs and hearing aid use.  
ANLs were measured for two groups of hearing aid users: successful (N=10) and 
unsuccessful (N=10) (Note: Successful hearing aid users were defined as individuals 
who wore their hearing aids during all waking hours, and unsuccessful hearing aid 
users were defined as individuals who seldom or never wore their hearing aids.)  The 
two groups were matched for active lifestyle, age, hearing sensitivity, and speech 
discrimination scores.  Unaided and aided (using one analog hearing aid) testing was 
performed.  Results demonstrated that successful hearing aid users accepted more 
background noise than unsuccessful users for both listening conditions (aided and 
unaided). These findings suggested that ANL may differentiate successful and 
unsuccessful hearing aid users, and that these differences may be available prior to 
hearing aid fittings.    
Nabelek, Tampas, and Burchfield (2004) and Nabelek et al. (in press) 
investigated (i) the relationship between hearing aid use and ANLs, speech in noise 
scores, and listener characteristics (age, gender, PTA) and (ii) the use of ANL as a 
predictor of hearing aid use.  One hundred ninety-one binaural hearing aid users 
were divided into three groups based on hearing aid use: full-time, part-time, or non-
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use (see Appendix B for the ANL questionnaire).  Results demonstrated that ANLs 
were not related to listener characteristics (e.g., age, gender, hearing sensitivity) or 
speech in noise scores.  ANLs were, however, related to hearing aid use.  
Specifically, full-time hearing aid users accepted more background noise than part-
time or non-users, but part-time and non-users could not be differentiated.  Thus, a 
prediction of hearing aid use was determined by combining part-time and non-users 
into one group (called unsuccessful hearing aid users) and comparing them with the 
full-time users (called successful hearing aid users).  Regression analysis determined 
that unaided ANLs could predict a listener’s success with hearing aids with 85% 
accuracy.   
Using the first 50 (41 full-time users and 9 part-time users) of the 191 
subjects, Nabelek et al. (2004) assessed the reliability of ANL and the effect of a 
three-month acclimation to hearing aids.  Unaided and aided ANLs and speech in 
noise scores were tested three times over a three-month period: at the initial hearing 
aid fitting, one-month post fitting, and three-months post fitting.  Results 
demonstrated that ANLs and speech in noise scores were highly reliable and did not 
change over a three-month period.  Results also revealed that hearing aids had no 
effect on ANLs, but speech in noise scores increased with the introduction of 
amplification.  These results indicated that acceptance of noise (i.e., ANLs) and 
speech in noise scores measure different reactions to background noise.   
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Effect of Hearing Aids 
Freyaldenhoven, Plyler, Thelin, Nabelek, and Burchfield (2006) investigated 
the effects of venting and gain compensation on acceptance of noise (i.e., ANL) in 
two groups of listeners.  The groups were separated based on degree of low-
frequency hearing loss.  Group one had low-frequency hearing thresholds better than 
45 dB HL, and group two had low-frequency hearing thresholds poorer than 45 dB 
HL.  The results demonstrated that acceptance of noise was not significantly affected 
by gain compensation or venting for either group.  These results indicate that 
activating gain compensation or changing vent size based on patient preference 
should not affect a listener’s willingness to wear hearing aids. 
Freyaldenhoven, Plyler, Thelin, and Burchfield (in press) investigated the 
effects of monaural and binaural hearing aid use on ANLs for 39 listeners with 
hearing impairment.  Results demonstrated that acceptance of noise was not 
dependent on monaural or binaural hearing aid use for most listeners.  These results 
indicate that an individuals’ willingness to use hearing aids may not be affected by 
the use of binaural amplification.   
 
Characteristics of ANL in Listeners with Normal Hearing 
Fisher, Nabelek, and Burchfield (1999) (N = 12) and Freyaldenhoven, Smiley 
(formerly Fisher), Muenchen, and Konrad (in press) (N = 18) investigated the 
reliability of ANL and the relationship between ANL and background noise 
preference in 30 adult listeners with normal hearing sensitivity.  The listeners were 
tested in three sessions approximately one week apart.  During each session, ANLs 
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were determined three times for speech spectrum and speech babble background 
noises and a questionnaire on preference for background noise was completed.  
Results demonstrated that ANLs are highly reliable for both speech spectrum and 
babble noises.  The results also demonstrated a very weak relationship between 
ANLs and self-reported preferences for background noise, which suggests that ANL 
cannot be determined by simply asking listeners about their preference for 
background noise.  It should be noted that the mean ANLs obtained with speech 
spectrum (15 dB) and speech babble noises (13 dB) were marginally, yet 
significantly different.  Based on these results, the authors recommended that ANLs 
obtained using speech spectrum and babble noises should not be compared directly.     
Rogers, Harkrider, Burchfield, and Nabelek (2003) investigated ANL gender 
differences in 50 (25 male, 25 female) young adults with normal hearing.  Results 
revealed that ANLs for males and females were not significantly different, indicating 
that ANLs are not affected by gender for young adults with normal hearing.   
Freyaldenhoven and Smiley (2001) investigated the effect of age on ANL in 
32 children (ages 8 and 12) with normal hearing.  The results demonstrated that 
ANLs were not dependent on type of noise distraction, gender, or age at least for 
children older than 8 years.  Results further demonstrated that ANLs in children were 
reliable and normally distributed.   
von Hapsburg and Bahng (in press) investigated the effect of language on 
ANL.  They compared ANLs and speech perception scores obtained from 
monolingual English speakers to ANLs obtained from bilingual Korean speakers 
who spoke both English and Korean (Note: ANLs were assessed in both English and 
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Korean for the bilingual speakers).  The results demonstrated that ANLs obtained 
from monolingual English speakers did not significantly differ from ANLs obtained 
in English or Korean for the bilingual Korean speakers.  Furthermore, speech 
perception in noise scores obtained from the bilingual Korean speakers were not 
significantly correlated with ANLs.  These results indicated that ANLs are not 
affected by changes in language patterns in bilingual Korean listeners.  The results 
also demonstrate that speech perception in noise scores and ANLs measure different 
reactions to background noise in Korean listeners.   
Franklin et al. (2006) questioned the effect of speech presentation level on 
ANL.  ANLs were measured on 20 listeners (10 male, 10 female) with normal 
hearing using speech stimuli presented at five levels (20, 34, 48, 62, and 76 dB HL).  
The results demonstrated that ANLs were related to speech presentation level.  
Specifically, a 4-dB increase in speech presentation level yielded a 1-dB increase in 
ANL.  These results indicated that ANL is related to the presentation level of the 
speech stimuli but that a relatively large change in speech level was required to 
affect an ANL.  It should be noted that the change in ANL with increasing speech 
presentation level was not uniform among the listeners.   
  
Mediation of ANL 
Harkrider and Smith (2005) examined the role of the auditory efferent system 
on ANL.  Monotic (i.e., speech and noise presented to only one ear) and dichotic 
(i.e., speech presented to one ear and noise presented to the other ear simultaneously) 
ANLs were measured for 31 adults with normal hearing and compared to monotic 
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phoneme recognition in noise, contralateral suppression of transient evoked 
otoacoustic emissions, middle ear impedance measures, and ipsilateral and 
contralateral acoustic reflex thresholds.  Results indicated that neither monotic nor 
dichotic ANLs were related to middle ear impedance measures, acoustic reflex 
thresholds, contralateral suppression of otoacoustic emissions, or phoneme 
recognition in noise.  Monotic ANLs, however, were correlated with dichotic ANLs.  
These results suggest that ANL may be mediated by non-peripheral factors.  
Furthermore, since efferent activity in the contralateral acoustic reflex arc is 
correlated with efferent activity in the medial olivary cochlear bundle, these findings 
suggest that ANL may be mediated, in part, beyond the level of the superior olivary 
complex where binaural processing initially occurs within the central auditory 
nervous system. 
Harkrider and Tampas (in press) measured physiological responses including 
click-evoked otoacoustic emissions (CEOAEs), auditory brainstem responses 
(ABRs), and middle latency responses (MLRs) in females with normal hearing with 
low (n = 6) versus high (n = 7) ANLs.  The results indicated no differences between 
individuals with low and high ANLs for CEOAEs or waves I or III of the ABR.  
Differences between the two groups emerged for wave V of the ABR and Na-Pa of 
the MLR.  These results further support that acceptance of background noise is 
mediated from central regions of the auditory system.  
Tampas and Harkrider (2006) continued the investigation of the effects of 
auditory evoked potentials on ANLs.  In addition to the ABR and MLR, cortical, 
auditory long latency responses (LLRs) were obtained from two groups of females 
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(one with low ANLs and one with high ANLs).  ANLs were measured at three 
speech presentation levels (35, MCL, 70 dB HL) for the two groups of listeners.  The 
results revealed no differences between the two groups for the early waves of the 
ABR, but significant differences between waves III and V of the ABR and the MLR 
and LLR peaks.  The results further demonstrated that the ANL growth rate for the 
two groups was not uniform, and the groups differed on some of the physiological 
measures. Specifically, females with low ANLs demonstrated a slower ANL growth 
rate with increasing speech presentation level.  Additionally, the ABR latencies and 
LLR amplitudes were significantly different for the two groups.  These effects 
supported the theory that acceptance of noise is mediated from central regions of the 
nervous system.  More specifically it was hypothesized that acceptance of noise is 
mediated, in part, by cortical inhibition.   
Madix and Plyler (2005) measured ANLs in 20 listeners with normal hearing 
after low-pass (2, 4, and 6 kHz) and notch filtering (0.5 to 1 kHz, 1 to 2 kHz, 2 to 4 
kHz, and 4 to 6 kHz) both the speech and noise stimuli.  The results revealed that 
peripheral manipulation of acoustic stimuli did not significantly affect ANL, 
indicating that acceptance of noise is not mediated at the level of the periphery.   
 
Improvements in Acceptable Noise Level 
 Freyaldenhoven, Nabelek, Burchfield, and Thelin (2005) evaluated 40 adult 
listeners, who utilized binaural hearing instruments with omnidirectional and 
directional capabilities.  The results demonstrated that individuals accepted 
significantly more noise (i.e., ANLs decreased) when utilizing hearing aids with 
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directional microphones (mean improvement = 3.5 dB).   These results indicated that 
the ANL can measure directional hearing aid performance, and ANLs can be 
improved when the signal-to-noise ratio at the eardrum is increased.   
Freyaldenhoven, Thelin, Plyler, Nabelek, and Burchfield (2005) examined 
the effect of stimulant medication on acceptance of background noise for 15 normal 
hearing female college students with ADHD/ADD.  They measured ANLs at three 
speech presentation levels (20, MCL, and 76 dB HL) in two experimental sessions: a 
medicated session and an unmedicated session.  The results showed that acceptance 
of noise is dependent on speech presentation level, and medication significantly 
increased acceptance of background noise (i.e., decreased ANLs) for individuals 
with ADHD/ADD, indicating that acceptance of noise can be increased with the use 
of pharmacological intervention for some individuals.     
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III. METHODS 
Participants 
 Thirty adults with normal hearing (mean age: 23.3 years, range: 19-34 years) 
and 69 adults with hearing impairment (mean age: 74.1 years, range: 47-97 years) 
participated in this experiment [Note: A power analysis (Cohen, 1983) computed 
using Sample Power software (Borenstein, Rothstein, and Cohen, 1997) showed that 
this study should include 21 people in each group.  This analysis was based on a one-
way fixed effects analysis of variance with 4 levels.  The power analysis set the 
criterion for significance at 0.05, the power at 0.81, and the effect size at 0.41].  The 
criteria for inclusion for the participants with normal hearing was pure tone hearing 
thresholds ≤ 20 dB HL at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz in each ear. 
  The participants with hearing impairment were divided into three groups 
based on hearing aid use (see Appendix B for classification questionnaire).  The 
criteria for inclusion in Group A included current full-time binaural hearing aid users 
(i.e., participants who answered #1 on the questionnaire).  The inclusion criteria for 
Group B included participants who were part-time binaural hearing aid users (i.e., 
participants who answered #2 on the questionnaire), and Group C included 
participants who were non-users of hearing aids (i.e., participants who answered #3 
on the questionnaire).  Figure 1 shows the mean audiogram for each hearing aid 
group.    
 All participants were required to sign an informed consent form before 
participating in this study (see Appendices C and D).  Furthermore, all qualification 
and experimental testing was conducted in a sound-treated examination room (IAC,  
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Figure 1: Mean binaural air conduction thresholds and standard deviations for full-
time, part-time, and non-users of hearing aids (Note: Standard deviations for non-
users are similar to that of full-time and part-time users). 
 
model #404A; 2.7 X 2.5 meters) with ambient noise levels appropriate for testing 
unoccluded ears (ANSI S3.1-1991).  At the conclusion of the testing, the participants 
were paid $20.00.     
Stimuli 
A recording of male running speech (Arizona Travelogue, Cosmos Inc.1) and 
multi-talker babble (Revised Speech Perception in Noise; Bilger, Neutzel, 
Rabinowitz, Rzeczkowski, 1984) served as the stimuli for evaluating acceptance of 
                                                 
1 Cosmos, Inc. is owned and operated by Robert McClocklin.  A copy of the ANL CD can be obtained 
from him by contacting Robert McClocklin at email (rmcclock@shaw.ca), phone (204-957-1328), or 
by mailing a request to Robert McClocklin, 4744 West Ridge Dr., Kelowna, British Columbia, 
VIW3B5.   
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background noise.  All speech stimuli and background noise were produced by a 
compact disc player and routed through a two-channel diagnostic audiometer (GSI-
61) to an ear-level loudspeaker located at 0° azimuth in a sound treated booth.  The 
output levels of the speech stimuli and background noise were calibrated at the 
vertex of the listener and were checked periodically throughout the experiment. 
 Acceptable noise levels (ANLs) were obtained at each participant’s most 
comfortable listening level (MCL) and at 8 fixed speech presentation levels (40, 45, 
50, 55, 60, 65, 70, and 75 dB HL).  When ANLs were obtained at MCL, both the 
MCL and maximum acceptable background noise level (BNL) were measured.  
Using a bracketing procedure, listeners first adjusted the level of the story to their 
MCL.  To explore the listeners’ MCL range, the story was increased and decreased 
in 5-dB intervals.  These intervals were decreased to 2-dB to establish the listeners’ 
specific MCL value.  Multi-talker babble was then added, and the listeners adjusted 
the babble noise to the maximum level of the background noise they were willing to 
accept or “put-up-with” without becoming tense or tired while listening to and 
following the words of the story (called BNL).  The same bracketing procedure that 
was used to establish MCL was used for BNL.  The ANL was then calculated by 
subtracting the BNL from the MCL (see Appendix A for ANL instructions).  From 
this point forward, ANLs obtained at MCL were referred to as conventional ANLs. 
   When ANLs were obtained at the fixed speech presentation levels (40, 45, 
50, 55, 60, 65, 70, and 75 dB HL), the presentation level was held constant and the 
BNL was measured.  The participants were instructed in the following manner: 
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 You will listen to a story through a loudspeaker.  The level of the story will 
remain constant throughout this testing.  You will only manipulate the 
background noise level.   
(Note: The story was turned on and the participant listened to the story for 5 
seconds).  Multi-talker speech babble was then added, and the listeners adjusted the 
background noise to their BNL (see Appendix A).  ANLs obtained at fixed speech 
presentation levels were calculated by subtracting the BNL from the fixed speech 
presentation level.   
 
Procedures 
Pure tone auditory thresholds were screened for participants with normal 
hearing, and pure tone auditory thresholds were determined for participants with 
hearing impairment.  All auditory testing was conducted with an audiometer (GSI-
61) using insert earphones (Ear Tone-3A).  
Unaided ANLs were then assessed conventionally (i.e., at MCL) and at 8 
fixed speech presentation levels (40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, and 75 dB HL).  All 
stimuli were presented through an ear-level loudspeaker located at 0° azimuth. Two 
ANLs were measured for each speech presentation level, and an average of the two 
trials served as the mean ANL for that participant for the given condition.  For each 
speech presentation level if the difference between the ANLs was more than 4 dB, a 
third ANL was obtained and the median ANL was selected.  A third trial was 
necessary 147 out of 891 occasions.  Prior to data collection, an experimental 
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schedule was generated for each participant listing a completely randomized 
assignment for each speech presentation level.  
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IV. RESULTS 
 ANLs were measured twice at MCL (i.e., conventionally) and at the fixed 
presentation levels for each participant, and a mean ANL was calculated at each 
level for each participant (Note: If ANLs from the two trials were not within 4 dB, a 
third ANL trial was completed, and the median ANL was utilized for the analysis).  
The data were analyzed in three different ways: (i) conventional ANL, (ii) global 
ANL, and (iii) ANL growth.  Conventional ANLs reflected ANLs measured at MCL.  
Global ANLs were determined by averaging ANLs across the fixed presentation 
levels for each participant.  ANL growth was determined by conducting linear 
regression analyses for each participant.  For each linear regression analysis, the 
dependent variable was ANL and the independent variable was speech presentation 
level.  Each analysis generated a slope value, which was used to represent ANL 
growth.     
Experiment I compared listeners with normal hearing to listeners with 
impaired hearing; however, Experiments II and III was limited to listeners with 
impaired hearing and compared full-time, part-time, and non-users of hearing aids.  
Mean data for Experiments I and II are shown at the beginning of the respective 
section.  It should be noted that because the sample sizes were different for the two 
groups in experiment I, homogeneity of variance was evaluated and revealed the 
variance assumption was not violated for any analyses (Van Bell, 2002).   
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Experiment I: Listeners with Normal and Impaired Hearing  
Conventional ANL 
Table 1 and Figure 2 show mean data for Experiment I.  A one-way analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) was used to examine the effect of hearing sensitivity on 
conventional ANL.  The dependent variable was conventional ANL.  The fixed 
factor was group with two levels (normal and impaired).  The analysis revealed a 
significant effect for group [F(1,97) = 10.57, p = 0.002], indicating that conventional 
ANLs were significantly smaller for listeners with normal hearing than listeners with 
impaired hearing (Table 1).  To further explore the effect of hearing sensitivity on 
conventional ANL, a Pearson product moment correlation was performed comparing 
conventional ANL to pure tone average (PTA) in listeners with impaired hearing 
only (Figure 3) (Note: Listeners with normal hearing were excluded from this 
analysis because pure tone thresholds were not obtained).  The results were not 
significant, indicating conventional ANL is not related to hearing sensitivity for 
listeners with impaired hearing.   
 
ANL at Fixed Presentation Levels  
Global ANL 
A one-way ANOVA was performed to evaluate global ANL in listeners with 
normal and impaired hearing.  The dependent variable was global ANL.  The fixed 
factor was group with two levels (normal and impaired).  The analysis revealed a 
significant effect for group [F(1,97) = 7.23, p = 0.008], indicating global ANLs were  
 
  
 
Table 1: Mean ANLs, global ANLs, ANL growth (all in dB) and standard deviations 
for listeners with normal and impaired hearing. 
 
Group Conventional ANL
(SD) 
Global ANL 
(SD) 
ANL Growth  
(SD) 
 
Normal (N = 30) 
 
6.1 (5.18) 
 
7.1 (4.98) 
 
0.17 (0.10) 
 
Impaired (N = 69) 
 
10.1 (5.75) 
 
10.1 (5.22) 
 
0.19 (0.22) 
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Figure 2: Mean ANLs as a function of speech presentation level for listeners with 
normal and impaired hearing. 
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r = 0.02, p = 0.89 
Figure 3: Conventional ANL as a function of PTA (average of 0.5, 1, and 2 kHz) for 
listeners with impaired hearing (N = 69). 
 
significantly smaller for listeners with normal hearing than listeners with impaired 
hearing (Table 1).  To further explore the effect of hearing sensitivity on global 
ANL, a Pearson product moment correlation was performed comparing global ANL 
to PTA in listeners with impaired hearing (Figure 4).  The results were not 
significant, indicating global ANL is not related to hearing sensitivity for listeners 
with impaired hearing. 
  Two Pearson product moment correlations were performed to determine the 
relationship between conventional ANL and global ANL.  The results were 
significant, and high correlations were seen between conventional ANL and global 
ANL for all listeners (Figure 5).  These results demonstrated that conventional ANL 
is highly related to global ANL for listeners with normal and impaired hearing.   
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Figure 4: Global ANL as a function of PTA (average of 0.5, 1, and 2 kHz) for 
listeners with impaired hearing (N = 69). 
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Figure 5: Global ANL as function of conventional ANL for listeners with normal (N 
= 30) and impaired (N = 69) hearing.    
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ANL Growth 
A one-way ANOVA was performed to evaluate ANL growth in listeners with 
normal and impaired hearing.  The dependent variable was ANL growth.  The fixed 
factor was group with two levels (normal and impaired).  The analysis revealed no 
significant effect for group [F(1,97) = 0.27, p = 0.61], indicating ANL growth was  
not significantly different in listeners with normal and impaired hearing (Table 1).  
To further explore the effects of hearing sensitivity on ANL growth, a Pearson 
product moment correlation was performed comparing ANL growth to PTA in 
listeners with impaired hearing (Figure 6).  The results were not significant, 
indicating ANL growth is not related to hearing sensitivity for listeners with 
impaired hearing.   
Two Pearson product moment correlations were performed to determine the 
relationship between conventional ANL and ANL growth.  The results were 
significant for all listeners.  High correlations were seen for listeners with normal 
hearing; however, only mild correlations were seen for listeners with impaired 
hearing (Figure 7).  These results demonstrated that conventional ANL is highly 
related to ANL growth for listeners with normal hearing but only mildly related to 
ANL growth for listeners with impaired hearing.      
 
Secondary Evaluations 
Examination of the data revealed many listeners in the sample population 
could not perform the ANL task at presentation levels below 55 dB HL due to 
inaudibility of the speech signal; therefore, both global ANL and ANL growth were 
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Figure 6: ANL growth as a function of PTA (average of 0.5, 1, and 2 kHz) for 
listeners with impaired hearing (N = 69). 
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Figure 7: ANL growth as function of conventional ANL for listeners with normal (N 
= 30) and impaired (N = 69) hearing.      
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recalculated for presentation levels from 55 to 75 dB HL.  Two one-way ANOVAs 
were used to evaluate the effects of hearing sensitivity on global ANL and ANL 
growth.  The dependent variables were global ANL and ANL growth.  The fixed 
factor was group with two levels (normal and impaired).  The analysis revealed a 
significant group effect for global ANL [F(1,97) = 4.39, p = 0.04]; however, no 
significant group effect was seen for ANL growth [F(1,97) = 1.42, p = 0.24].  These 
results indicated that global ANLs were significantly smaller for listeners with 
normal hearing (M = 8.44) than listeners with impaired hearing (M = 11.13); 
however, ANL growth did not significantly differ in listeners with normal (M = 0.16) 
and impaired hearing (M = 0.23) when audibility of the signal was controlled.  These 
results are in agreement with global ANL and ANL growth results obtained using all 
measured speech presentation levels (i.e., 40 to 75 dB HL).   
Analysis of the data also revealed that listeners with normal hearing had 
significantly smaller ANLs than listeners with impaired hearing; therefore, listeners 
with normal (N = 24) and impaired (N = 46) hearing were matched for conventional 
ANL to further investigate if global ANL and/or ANL growth were dependent on 
hearing sensitivity.  Again, the analysis was performed using speech presentation 
levels that were audible to the entire sample population (i.e., 55 to 75 dB HL).  Two 
one-way ANOVAs were used to evaluate the effects of hearing sensitivity on global 
ANL and ANL growth.  The analysis revealed no significant group effects for global 
ANL [F(1, 68) = 0.04, p = 0.84] or ANL growth [F(1, 68) = 0.08, p = 0.78].  These 
results indicated that neither global ANL nor ANL growth were different in listeners 
with normal and impaired hearing when matched for conventional ANL.     
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In summary, conventional ANLs and global ANLs were significantly smaller 
for listeners with normal hearing than listeners with impaired hearing; however, 
ANL growth did not significantly differ between the two groups.  Similar group 
results were seen for global ANLs and ANL growth when audibility of the speech 
signal was controlled.  When matched for conventional ANL, neither global ANLs 
nor ANL growth showed significant group differences for listeners with normal and 
impaired hearing.  Lastly, none of the ANL measures were related to PTA.     
 
Experiment II: Full-time, Part-time, and Non-users of Hearing Aids 
Conventional ANL 
Table 2 and Figure 8 show mean data for Experiment II.  For experiment II, 
data for listeners with impaired hearing were regrouped based on hearing aid use.  A 
one-way ANOVA was used to compare conventional ANLs for each hearing aid 
group (full-time, part-time, and non-users).  The dependent variable was 
conventional ANL.  The fixed factor was hearing aid group with three levels (full-
time, part-time, and non-user).  The analysis revealed a significant effect for hearing 
aid group [F(2,66) = 8.35, p = 0.001].  Post hoc testing was performed using 3 
independent t-tests; a Bonferroni adjustment was applied for multiple comparisons.  
Results showed that conventional ANLs for full-time hearing aid users were 
significantly smaller than conventional ANLs for part-time (t = -3.18, p = 0.006) and 
non-users (t = -3.72, p = 0.003), but ANLs for part-time and non- users were not 
significantly different (t = -1.18, p = 0.25) (Table 2).  These results indicated that 
conventional ANL could  
  
Table 2: Mean ANLs, global ANLs, ANL growth (all in dB) and standard deviations 
for each hearing aid group. 
 
 
Hearing Aid Group 
Conventional ANL
(SD) 
Global ANL 
(SD)  
ANL Growth 
(SD) 
 
Full-time (N = 25) 
 
6.8 (4.35) 
 
7.4 (3.50) 
 
0.10 (0.21) 
 
Part-time (N = 21) 
 
10.9 (4.17) 
 
10.2 (4.16) 
 
0.22 (0.17) 
 
Non-users (N = 23) 
 
12.9 (6.72) 
 
13.1 (6.13) 
 
0.26 (0.23) 
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Figure 8: Mean ANLs as a function of speech presentation level for listeners in each 
hearing aid group (Note: For comparison purposes, a gray line representing ANL as 
a function of presentation level for listeners with normal hearing was included).   
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differentiate full-time hearing aids users from part-time and non-users of hearing 
aids; however, the latter two groups could not be differentiated.   
 
ANL at Fixed Presentation Levels 
Global ANL 
A one-way ANOVA was used to compare global ANLs for each hearing aid 
group.  The dependent variable was global ANL.  The fixed factor was hearing aid 
group with three levels (full-time, part-time, and non-user).  The analysis revealed a 
significant effect for hearing aid group [F(2,66) = 8.66, p < 0.001].  Post hoc testing 
was performed using 3 independent t-tests; a Bonferroni adjustment was applied for 
multiple comparisons.  Results showed that global ANLs for full-time hearing aid 
users were significantly smaller than global ANLs for part-time (t = -2.48, p = 0.03) 
and non-users (t = -3.80, p < 0.001); however, global ANLs for part-time and non-
users were not significantly different (t = -1.80, p = 0.08) (Table 2).  These results 
indicated that global ANLs differentiated full-time users from part-time and non-
users, but could not differentiate the latter two groups.  
 
ANL Growth 
A one-way ANOVA was performed to compare ANL growth for each 
hearing aid group.  The dependent variable was ANL growth.  The fixed factor was 
hearing aid group with three levels (full-time, part-time, and non-users).  The 
analysis revealed a significant effect for hearing aid group [F(2,66) = 3.95, p = 0.02].  
Post hoc testing was performed using 3 independent t-tests; a Bonferroni adjustment 
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was applied for multiple comparisons.  Results showed that ANL growth for full-
time hearing aid users was significantly smaller that the ANL growth for non-users (t 
= -2.53, p = 0.045); however, ANL growth was not significantly different for full-
time and part-time (t = -2.08, p = 0.09) or part-time and non-users (t = -0.70, p = 
0.49) (Table 2).  These results indicated that ANL growth could differentiate full-
time hearing aids users from non-users; however, full-time versus part-time and part-
time versus non-users could not be differentiated.   
 
Secondary Evaluations 
Two one-way ANOVAs were used to compare global ANLs and ANL 
growth for presentation levels from 55 to 75 dB HL for each hearing aid group.  The 
dependent variables were global ANL and ANL growth.  The fixed factor was group 
with two levels (normal and impaired).  The analysis revealed a significant group 
effect for global ANL [F(2,66) = 9.02, p < 0.001]; however, no significant group 
effect was seen for ANL growth [F(2,66) = 1.74, p = 0.18].  Post hoc testing was 
performed for global ANL using 3 independent t-tests; a Bonferroni adjustment was 
applied for multiple comparisons.  Results showed that global ANLs for full-time 
hearing aid users (M = 7.86) were significantly smaller than global ANLs for part-
time (M = 11.42; t = -2.86, p = 0.01) and non-users (M = 14.43; t = -4.02, p < 0.001); 
however, global ANLs for part-time and non-users were not significantly different (t 
= -1.64, p = 0.11).  These results indicated that global ANLs differentiated full-time 
users from part-time and non-users, but could not differentiate the latter two groups 
when audibility of the speech signal was controlled.  Global ANL results evaluated 
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using presentation levels from 55 to 75 dB HL are in agreement with global ANL 
results evaluated using all measured speech presentation levels (i.e., 40 to 75 dB 
HL); however, ANL growth results evaluated using presentation levels from 55 to 75 
dB HL are not in agreement with ANL growth results evaluated using all measured 
speech presentation levels.   
To determine if ANL measured at a single fixed presentation level would 
differentiate the three hearing aid groups, 8 one-way ANOVAs were performed 
comparing ANLs at each presentation level for each hearing aid group (Figure 8). 
For each analysis, the dependent variable was ANL (e.g., ANL at 40 dB HL, 45 at 
dB HL, etc), and the fixed factor was hearing aid group with three levels (full-time, 
part-time, and non-users).  The analysis revealed significant group effects for 
presentation levels from 50 to 75 dB HL (Table 3).  Six post hoc analyses were 
performed using 3 independent t-tests for the six significant presentation levels; a 
Bonferroni adjustment was applied for multiple comparisons (Table 4).  The 
analyses revealed that full-time hearing aid users had significantly smaller ANLs 
than non-users for presentation levels from 50 to 75 dB HL.  The analyses further 
revealed that full-time hearing aid users had significantly smaller ANLs than part-
time users for presentation levels from 65 to 75 dB HL.  No significant differences 
were seen between ANLs for part-time and non-users at any presentation level (50 to 
75 dB HL).  These results indicated that full-time users could be differentiated from 
non-users at presentation levels from 50 to 75 dB HL; however, full-time users could 
be differentiated from both part-time and non-users at presentation levels from 65 to  
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Table 3: Results of 8 one-way ANOVAs, which evaluated hearing aid group effects 
at each fixed presentation level. 
 
Presentation Level df F-value Significance 
40 dB HL 33 3.14 0.06 
45 dB HL 49 2.21 0.12 
50 dB HL 57 5.10 0.01** 
55 dB HL 64 4.89 0.01** 
60 dB HL 67 5.86 0.01** 
65 dB HL 68 8.86 < 0.01** 
70 dB HL 66 10.43 < 0.01** 
75 dB HL 63 7.04 < 0.01** 
  **Denotes significance on the 0.01 level. 
 
 
 
 
Table 4: Post hoc analyses comparing mean ANLs at fixed presentation levels for 
full-time, part-time, and non-users. 
 
 Mean ANLs (dB) 
Presentation Level Full-time Part-time Non-users 
 
50 dB HL 
 
5.81A
 
8.33 
 
10.90A
 
55 dB HL 
 
6.87A
 
9.24 
 
11.76A
 
60 dB HL 
 
7.44A
 
9.57 
 
13.09A
 
65 dB HL 
 
7.60A,B
 
11.52A
 
14.96B
 
70 dB HL 
 
7.92A,B
 
12.75A
 
15.48B
 
75 dB HL 
 
9.22A,B
 
14.90A
 
16.00B
Note: Any two means on the same row with the same subscript are significantly 
different. 
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75 dB HL.  These results suggest that ANLs obtained at 65, 70, or 75 dB HL 
differentiate the hearing aid groups in the same manner as conventional ANL. 
    
Experiment III: ANL as a Predictor of Hearing Aid Use  
 Global ANL and ANLs for presentation levels from 65 to 75 dB HL 
differentiated the hearing aid groups in the same manner as conventional ANL.  
Specifically, global ANL and ANLs for presentation levels from 65 to 75 dB HL 
demonstrated that full-time hearing aid users had smaller ANLs than part-time and 
non-users of hearing aids; however, part-time and non-users could not be 
differentiated.  Therefore, the hearing aid groups were redefined as successful (i.e., 
full-time users) and unsuccessful (i.e., part-time and non-users) hearing aid users, 
and six logistic regression analyses were performed to determine if these ANL 
measures could accurately predict hearing aid use (Note: Because the predictive 
probability of the effect of presentation level on acceptance of noise was evaluated, 
logistic regression was also calculated for ANL growth).  For each analysis, the 
dependent variable was hearing aid use with two levels (successful or unsuccessful).  
The independent variables were conventional ANL, global ANL, ANL growth and 
ANLs at 65, 70, and 75 dB HL, respectively.  The analyses revealed that the logistic 
regression equation for each analysis was significant, indicating that each ANL 
measure could predict hearing aid use.   
A predicted probability of success curve was calculated for each ANL 
measure (Figures 9-14).  These curves express the predicted probability for 
successful hearing aid use for each ANL measure.  To determine the predicted  
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Figure 9: Conventional ANL as a function of predicted probability of successful 
hearing aid use (Note: Multiply the values on the vertical axis by 100 to obtain 
probability in percent).    
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Figure 10: Global ANL as a function of predicted probability of successful hearing 
aid use (Note: Multiply the values on the vertical axis by 100 to obtain probability in 
percent). 
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Figure 11: ANL growth as a function of predicted probability of successful hearing 
aid use (Note: Multiply the values on the vertical axis by 100 to obtain probability in 
percent).    
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Figure 12: ANL obtained at 65 dB HL as a function of predicted probability of 
successful hearing aid use (Note: Multiply the values on the vertical axis by 100 to 
obtain probability in percent). 
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Figure 13: ANL obtained at 70 dB HL as a function of predicted probability of 
successful hearing aid use (Note: Multiply the values on the vertical axis by 100 to 
obtain probability in percent). 
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Figure 14: ANL obtained at 75 dB HL as a function of predicted probability of 
successful hearing aid use (Note: Multiply the values on the vertical axis by 100 to 
obtain probability in percent). 
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probability of successful hearing aid use, locate ANL on the x-axis and determine the 
corresponding predicted probability on the y-axis.  For example, if the conventional 
ANL is 10 dB, the probability of successful hearing aid use is about 30%.  A 
horizontal line denoting the cut-off between successful and unsuccessful hearing aid 
use is shown for each predicted probability figure.  The cut-off was calculated by 
dividing the number of successful hearing aid users by the total number of hearing 
aid users (Note: The typical cut-off, 0.5, was not used because there were not an 
equal number of successful and unsuccessful hearing aid users).   
Accuracy for each prediction was also calculated by comparing the number 
of observed successful and unsuccessful hearing aid users to the number of predicted 
successful and unsuccessful hearing aid users (Tables 5 -10).  The observed numbers 
were determined by the questionnaire responses (Appendix B), and the predicted 
numbers were obtained from the logistic regression analysis.  The analysis 
demonstrated that conventional ANL could predict hearing aid use with 68% 
accuracy, and accuracy of the prediction is maintained or increased when ANLs are 
obtained at presentation levels from 65 to 75 dB HL.  The analysis further 
demonstrated that the accuracy of the prediction decreased for global ANLs and 
ANL growth compared to the accuracy for conventional ANLs. 
In summary, conventional ANLs, global ANLs, and ANLs measured at 65, 
70, and 75 dB HL were significantly smaller for full-time hearing aid users than part- 
time or non-users; however, part-time and non-users could not be differentiated for 
any measure.  Additionally, ANL growth for full-time hearing aid users was 
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Table 5: Number of observed and predicted hearing aid users and calculated percent 
correct responses for conventional ANL.   
 
  
Predicted 
 
Observed 
Percent 
Correct 
Hearing Aid Group Successful Unsuccessful   
Successful 19 6 25 76.0 
Unsuccessful 16 28 44 63.6 
All   69 68.1 
 
 
 
 
Table 6: Number of observed and predicted hearing aid users and calculated percent 
correct responses for global ANL.  
 
  
Predicted 
 
Observed 
Percent 
Correct 
Hearing Aid Group Successful Unsuccessful   
Successful 18 7 25 72.0 
Unsuccessful 19 25 44 56.8 
All   69 62.3 
 
 
 
Table 7: Number of observed and predicted hearing aid users and calculated percent 
correct responses for ANL growth.  
 
  
Predicted 
 
Observed 
Percent 
Correct 
Hearing Aid Group Successful Unsuccessful   
Successful 17 8 25 68.0 
Unsuccessful 17 27 44 61.4 
All   69 63.8 
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Table 8: Number of observed and predicted hearing aid users and calculated percent 
correct responses for ANL obtained at 65 dB HL. 
 
  
Predicted 
 
Observed 
Percent 
Correct 
Hearing Aid Group Successful Unsuccessful   
Successful 21 4 25 84.0 
Unsuccessful 14 30 44 68.2 
All   69 73.9 
 
 
 
Table 9: Number of observed and predicted hearing aid users and calculated percent 
correct responses for ANL obtained at 70 dB HL. 
 
  
Predicted 
 
Observed 
Percent 
Correct 
Hearing Aid Group Successful Unsuccessful   
Successful 17 7 24 70.8 
Unsuccessful 13 30 43 69.8 
All   67 70.1 
 
 
 
Table 10: Number of observed and predicted hearing aid users and calculated percent 
correct responses for ANL obtained at 75 dB HL. 
 
  
Predicted 
 
Observed 
Percent 
Correct 
Hearing Aid Group Successful Unsuccessful   
Successful 16 7 23 69.5 
Unsuccessful 13 28 41 68.3 
All   64 68.8 
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significantly smaller than ANL growth for non-users; however, ANL growth for 
part-time users was similar to ANL growth for full-time and non-users.  When 
audibility of the speech signal was controlled, similar group results were seen for 
global ANLs; however, ANL growth no longer differentiated full-time from non-
users of hearing aids.  Lastly, logistic regression analyses demonstrated that 
conventional ANL, global ANL, ANL growth, and ANLs at presentation levels from 
65 to 75 dB HL each predict pattern of hearing aid use.  Specifically, conventional 
ANL predicted hearing aid use with 68% accuracy, and the accuracy of the 
prediction was maintained or increased for ANL growth and ANLs are obtained at 
presentation levels from 65 to 75 dB HL.  The analysis further demonstrated that the 
accuracy of the prediction decreased for global ANLs compared to the accuracy for 
conventional ANLs.      
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V. DISCUSSION 
Experiment I: Listeners with Normal and Impaired Hearing 
One purpose of the present study was to determine if the effects of speech 
presentation level on acceptance of background noise were different in listeners with 
normal and impaired hearing.  Results indicated that conventional ANLs and global 
ANLs were smaller for listeners with normal hearing than listeners with impaired 
hearing, indicating that conventional and global ANLs may be dependent on hearing 
sensitivity.  The results further indicated that ANL growth was not different for 
listeners with normal and impaired hearing, indicating that ANL growth was not 
dependent on hearing sensitivity.   
Conventional ANL results disagree with previous ANL studies, which have 
found that conventional ANLs in listeners with normal and impaired hearing are 
similar (Table 11).  Like the conventional ANL results, global ANL results should be 
viewed with caution because listeners with impaired hearing were recruited on the 
basis of hearing aid use; therefore, listeners with small, medium, and large 
conventional ANLs were actively recruited for listeners with impaired hearing.  
Likewise, the distribution of conventional ANLs for listeners with impaired hearing 
was normal (Figure 15).  On the other hand, listeners with normal hearing were 
accepted at random, and the sample population consisted of a large number of 
participants with small ANLs.  Specifically, of the 30 listeners with normal hearing, 
22 of them had conventional ANLs below 10 dB; therefore, the random sample of 
listeners with normal hearing obtained for this study was not representative of a  
 
  
Table 11: Comparison of conventional ANLs for listeners with normal and impaired 
hearing. 
  Mean ANLs (Range) (dB) 
Investigators N 
(NH / HI)
 
Normal  
 
Impaired  
Nabelek et al.(1991) 
(young and elderly) 
 
 
15 / 45 
 
15.9 (5 – 37) 
 
11.4 (2 – 27) 
Nabelek et al.(in press) 
(elderly) 
 
 
0 / 191 
  
11.7 (2 – 27) 
Freyaldenhoven et al.(2005)
(young) 
 
 
30 / 0 
 
12.9 (4 – 24) 
 
 
Rogers et al.(2003) 
(young) 
 
 
50 / 0 
 
10.9 (0 – 25) 
 
 
Franklin et al.(2006) 
(young) 
 
 
20 / 0 
 
15.5 (not given)
 
 
Present Study 
(young and elderly) 
 
30 / 69 
 
6.1 (-1 – 22) 
 
10.1 (0 – 28) 
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Figure 15: Histogram displaying the frequency distribution of conventional ANLs 
(dB) for listeners with impaired hearing (N = 69).       
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normal distribution (Figure 16) (Note: The typical range of ANLs in listeners with 
normal is approximately -2 to 30).     
When matched for conventional ANL, global ANL and ANL growth were 
similar for listeners with normal and impaired hearing, supporting the fact that global 
ANLs and ANL growth may not be dependent on hearing sensitivity.  Furthermore, 
none of the ANL measures were significantly correlated with PTA for listeners with 
impaired hearing.  These results agree with previous ANL research comparing 
hearing threshold levels (HTLs) and PTAs with conventional ANLs (Nabelek et al., 
1991; Nabelek et al., in press) and further support that ANLs may not be related to 
hearing sensitivity.  
Furthermore, ANL growth results for the present study were similar to ANL 
growth seen by Franklin et al. (2006) for listeners with normal hearing (Table 12).  
Franklin et al. (2006) found that for each 4-dB increase in presentation level, a 1-dB 
increase was seen in ANL for listeners with normal hearing.  Likewise, results from 
the present study demonstrated that a 5.8-dB and 5.3-dB increase in presentation 
level would result in a 1-dB increase in ANL for listeners with normal and impaired 
hearing, respectively.      
Tampas and Harkrider (2206) measured ANL growth in listeners with normal 
hearing who had large (i.e., > 16 dB) and small (i.e., < 6 dB) conventional ANLs, 
and found that listeners with small conventional ANLs had smaller ANL growth than 
those with large conventional ANLs (Table 12).  To determine if ANL growth 
changed in a same manner in the present study, ANL growth was evaluated in 
listeners with normal and impaired hearing and large (i.e., > 16 dB) and small (i.e., <  
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Figure 16: Histogram displaying the frequency distribution of conventional ANLs 
(dB) for listeners with normal hearing.       
 
 
 
Table 12: Comparison of studies that evaluated ANL (dB) as a function of 
presentation level (dB HL) in listeners with normal hearing. 
 
Investigators Presentation Range ANL Growth 
Franklin et al. (2006) 
N = 20 
 
 
20 – 76 
 
0.25 
Tampas and Harkrider (2006) 
N = 21          High ANL Group 
Low ANL Group
 
35 – 70  
 
 
0.46 
0.15 
Present Study 
N = 30                           
 
40 – 75 
 
0.17 
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6 dB) conventional ANLs.  Mean ANL growth for listeners with large (N = 12) and 
small (N = 31) conventional ANLs was 0.33 and 0.07, respectively; therefore, ANL 
growth for listeners with small and large conventional ANLs showed the same trends 
for both studies.  In summary, when matched for conventional ANL, the effects of 
level on acceptance of noise are not dependent on hearing sensitivity.   
 
Experiment II: Full-time, Part-time, and Non-users of Hearing Aids 
Another purpose of the present study was to determine if the effects of speech 
presentation level on acceptance of background noise could differentiate full-time, 
part-time, and non-users of hearing aids.  The results demonstrated that conventional 
ANLs and global ANL for full-time hearing aid users were significantly smaller than 
conventional and global ANLs for part-time and non-users; however, part-time and 
non-users could not be differentiated, indicating these ANL measures were related to 
pattern of hearing aid use.  Specifically, listeners who wear hearing aids on a full-
time basis have smaller conventional and global ANLs than those who wear hearing 
aids part-time or not at all; however, part-time and non-users cannot be differentiated 
based on conventional and global ANLs.  These results are agreement with previous 
ANL research demonstrating conventional ANL can successfully differentiate full-
time hearing aid users from part-time and non-users, but it cannot separate part-time 
users from non-users (Table 13). 
  The results further demonstrated that ANL growth for full-time hearing aid 
users was significantly smaller that ANL growth for non-users; however, ANL 
growth for part-time users did not significantly differ from ANL growth of full-time  
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Table 13: Comparison of unaided mean ANLs and ranges for full-time, part-time, 
and non-users of hearing aids 
 
 Unaided Mean ANLs (Range) (dB) 
Investigators N Full-time N Part-time N Non-users 
Nabelek et al. (1991) 
(elderly) 
 
 
15 
 
7.4 (2 – 17)
 
15
 
12.7 (4 – 27)
 
15 
 
14.0 (7 – 22)
Nabelek et al. (in press) 
(elderly) 
 
 
69 
 
7.7 (2 – 16)
 
 
69
 
13.5 (9 – 26)
 
53 
 
14.4 (9 – 27)
Present Study 
(elderly) 
 
25 
 
6.8 (1 – 19)
 
21
 
10.9 (0 – 17)
 
23 
 
12.9 (4 – 28)
 
or non-users.  Stated differently, ANLs for full-time, part-time, non-users of hearing 
aids increased 1-dB for each 10-, 4.5-, and 3.8- dB increase in presentation level, 
respectively.  These results indicate that ANL growth may provide additional 
information, which may help categorize listeners with mid-range, conventional 
ANLs (i.e., differentiate part-time hearing aid users from full-time and non-users, 
Table 2).  Individual data analysis for listeners with mid-range, conventional ANL 
(i.e., 9 to 11 dB) showed that ANL growth for full-time hearing aid users was 0.1 or 
lower; ANL growth for part-time users was typically about 0.2, and ANL growth for 
non-users was above 0.3 (Table 14).  These results should be further investigated in a 
larger subject cohort.   
Like ANL growth, global ANL also showed promise in separating the three 
hearing aid groups.  Mean data showed that global ANLs better separated part-time 
hearing aid users from non-users when compared to conventional ANL (Table 2).  
For example, the mean difference between part-time and non-users of hearing aids 
for conventional ANL and global ANL was 2.0 dB and 2.9 dB, respectively.  Post 
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Table 14: Individual data for listeners with impaired hearing and ANLs from 9 to 11 
dB. 
 
Hearing Aid Group Conventional ANL ANL Growth Mean ANL Growth
Full-time 10 
10 
0.16 
-0.19 
 
-0.02 
Part-time 9 
10 
11 
11 
0.18 
0.00 
0.24 
0.22 
 
 
 
0.16 
Non-user 10 
11 
0.54 
0.08 
 
0.31 
 
hoc analysis using independent sample t-tests further revealed that the difference in 
global ANLs for part-time and non-users approached significance (p = 0.08).  
Additionally, if post hoc analysis was performed using a more liberal approach (i.e., 
pairwise comparisons and the Least Significant Difference rule), significant 
differences were seen between the three hearing aid groups.  These results suggest 
that global ANL may also better differentiate part-time hearing aid users from full-
time and non-users of hearing aids.  It should be noted that when audibility of the 
signal was controlled, global ANL results remained the same while ANL growth 
results changed and were not significantly different for the three groups.  These 
results indicate that global ANLs may not have to be measured over a wide range of 
presentation levels; instead, two fixed levels may be measured.  However, a wide 
range of presentation levels should be tested for ANL growth differences to be 
observed.  
In addition, conventional and global ANLs were highly correlated, and 
conventional ANLs and ANL growth were mildly correlated for listeners with 
impaired hearing.  The high correlation between conventional and global ANLs was 
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most likely due to the fact that global ANLs were determined by averaging ANLs 
from presentation levels of 40 to 75 dB; therefore, the median presentation level for 
global ANL was 57.5 dB.  Likewise, the average MCL for listeners with impaired 
hearing was 56.2 dB.  Consequently, global ANL and conventional ANLs may have 
been related based on the similarity of the presentation levels.  Furthermore, the low 
correlation between conventional ANL and ANL growth may be due to the fact that 
a relationship exists between conventional ANL and ANL growth for listeners who 
have small and large ANLs; however, ANL growth for listeners with mid-range 
ANLs is highly variable.  In other words, listeners with large conventional ANLs 
typically have large ANL growth, and listeners with small conventional ANLs 
typically have small ANL growth; however, ANL growth for listeners with mid-
range conventional ANLs is highly variable (Figure 17). 
In summary, global ANLs differentiated the three hearing aid groups in the 
same manner as conventional ANL; however, ANL growth only differentiated full-
time from non-users of hearing aids.  Furthermore, both global ANL and ANL 
growth showed promise in differentiating listeners with mid-range conventional 
ANLs (i.e., part-time hearing aid users) from the other two groups (i.e., full-time and 
non-users).   
 
Experiment III: ANL as a Predictor of Hearing Aid Use  
The third purpose of the present study was to determine if the effects of 
speech presentation level on acceptance of noise were a better predictor of hearing 
aid use than ANL measured conventionally.  Logistic regression analyses  
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Figure 17: ANL growth as a function of conventional ANL for full-time, part-time, 
and non-users of hearing aids.   
 
demonstrated that conventional ANL predicted hearing aid use with 68% accuracy.  
These results revealed a 17% difference in accuracy of the ANL prediction compared 
to data obtained by Nabelek et al. (in press), who found that conventional ANL could 
predict hearing aid use with 85% accuracy.  The differences in accuracy of the 
prediction can be contributed to the smaller sample size (Note: Logistic regression 
calculated with larger sample sizes more accurately represents the population in 
question).  Furthermore, the accuracy of the prediction for global ANL and ANL 
growth decreased in comparison to conventional ANL; however, the accuracy of the 
prediction for ANL at presentation levels from 65 to 75 dB was maintained or 
slightly increased compared to conventional ANL.  In summary, the effects of 
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speech presentation level on acceptance of noise did not considerably increase the 
accuracy of the prediction compared to conventional ANL.   
 
Clinical Implications 
ANLs measured at presentation levels from 65 to 75 dB HL differentiated 
full-time hearing aid users from part-time and non-users; however, part-time and 
non-users could not be differentiated.  These results indicate that ANL for 
presentation levels of 65, 70 and 75 dB HL may provide the same information as 
conventional ANLs.  Three Pearson product moment correlations were performed to 
determine the relationship between ANLs for presentation levels of 65, 70, and 75 
dB HL) to conventional ANLs.  The results were significant, and high correlations 
were seen between conventional ANLs and ANLs at the fixed presentation levels 
(Figure 18), indicating that conventional ANL and ANL for presentation levels from 
65 to 75 dB HL may provide similar results.  In theory, ANLs measured at fixed 
presentation levels should also be quicker and more practical than conventional 
ANLs when used clinically; therefore, clinicians may consider performing ANLs at a 
fixed presentation level, namely 65 dB, to conserve time.  The level 65 dB was 
chosen because all listeners in the sample population could perform the task at this 
presentation level, and hearing aid use was predicted with the highest accuracy.   
 ANL growth was calculated using linear regression analysis for each listener.  
Due to time, equipment, and software restraints, this analysis would be insufficient in 
a clinical setting.  Therefore, ANL growth was also calculated using a slope equation 
(i.e., rise/run).  ANL growth obtained from the regression analysis was then  
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Figure 18: Conventional ANL as a function of ANLs obtained at fixed presentation 
levels. 
 
correlated with ANL growth obtained from the slope equation (Figure 19). The 
results demonstrated that ANL growth determined by the slope equation was highly 
correlated with ANL growth determined by the regression equation, indicating that 
ANL growth can be accurately determined with the slope equation and ANLs 
measured just above sensation and at 75 dB HL.   
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Figure 19: ANL growth calculated using regression analysis as a function of ANL 
growth calculated using the slope equation for listeners with impaired hearing (N = 
69).   
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Experiment I: Listeners with Normal and Impaired Hearing 
Research Question: Are the effects of speech presentation level on acceptance of 
background noise different in listeners with normal and impaired hearing? 
  
 Global ANLs were significantly different in listeners with normal and 
impaired hearing; however, ANL growth was not significantly different between the 
two groups.  It is hypothesized that global ANLs were different in listeners with 
normal and impaired because listeners in the impaired group were actively recruited 
based on hearing aid use (i.e., ANL) and listeners with normal hearing were taken at 
random.  To account for this difference, listeners were matched for conventional 
ANL, and global ANLs and ANL growth were re-analyzed.  Results demonstrated 
that neither global ANL nor ANL growth were dependent on hearing sensitivity 
when matched for conventional ANL.  Furthermore, none of the ANL measures were 
related to PTA for listeners with impaired hearing.  These results indicate that the 
effects of speech presentation level on acceptance of noise were not dependent on 
hearing sensitivity.   
 
 
Experiment II: Full-time, Part-time, and Non-users of Hearing Aids 
Research Question: Can the effects of speech presentation level on acceptance of 
background noise differentiate full-time, part-time, and non-users of hearing aids? 
 
 Global ANLs differentiated the hearing aid groups in the same manner as 
conventional ANL; however, ANL growth differentiated full-time hearing aid users 
from non-users only.  Furthermore, individual data analyses showed that part-time 
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users may be better distinguished from non-users using global ANL and ANL 
growth measures compared to conventional ANL. 
 
Experiment III: ANL as a Predictor of Hearing Aid Use 
Research Question: Can acceptance of noise measured at multiple speech 
presentation levels predict hearing aid use for full-time, part-time, and non-users of 
hearing aids?  
 
Conventional ANL predicted successful (i.e., full-time hearing aid users) and 
unsuccessful (i.e., part-time and non-users of hearings) hearing aid use with 68% 
accuracy.  The accuracy of the prediction for global ANL and ANL growth 
decreased in comparison to conventional ANL; however, the accuracy of the 
prediction for ANL at presentation levels from 65 to 75 dB was maintained or 
slightly increased compared to conventional ANL.  These results indicate that the 
prediction of hearing aid use obtained by other ANL measures was comparable to the 
prediction obtained for conventional ANL.   
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ANL Instructions 
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ANL Instructions 
Instructions for establishing MCL: 
You will listen to a story through a loudspeaker.  After a few moments, select the 
loudness of the story that is most comfortable for you, as if listening to a radio.  
Hand-held buttons will allow you to make adjustments.  First, turn the loudness up 
until it is too loud and then down until it is too soft. Finally, select the loudness level 
that is most comfortable for you. 
 
 
Instructions for establishing BNL: 
You will listen to the same story with background noise of several people talking at 
the same time.  After you have listened to this for a few moments select the level of 
background noise that is the MOST you would be willing to accept of “put-up-
with” without becoming tense and tired while following the story.  First, turn the 
noise up until it is too loud and then down until the story becomes very clear.  
Finally, adjust the noise (up and down) to the MAXIMUM noise level that you 
would be willing to “put-up-with” for a long time while following the story. 
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Appendix B 
ANL Questionnaire 
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ANL Questionnaire 
How do you use your hearing aids?  (Check 1, 2, or 3) 
1. I wear my hearing aids whenever I need them   
  Approximately how many hours?   
 
2. I only wear my hearing aids occasionally________ 
  Approximately how many hours?    
  Why? Briefly describe the situations    
           
            
            
 
3. I do not wear my hearing aid_______ 
  Why do you not wear them?     
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Appendix C  
Consent for Participants with Normal Hearing 
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INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT 
Acceptable Noise Level Growth in Listeners with Normal and Impaired 
Hearing 
 
You are invited to participate in a study on the effects of speech presentation on 
acceptance of background noise.  In order to meet to the qualification guidelines, you 
must (i) be over the age of 21, and (ii) have normal hearing sensitivity. If chosen, the 
study will take about 45 minutes.   
 
HIPAA Consent Section:   
Under federal privacy regulations, you have the right to determine who has access to 
your personal health information (called "protected health information" or PHI).  PHI 
collected in this study may include behavioral responses to speech sounds, as well as 
basic demographic information.  By signing this consent form, you are authorizing 
the research team at the University of Tennessee to have access to your PHI 
collected for use in this study.  The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the 
University of Tennessee may review your PHI as part of its responsibility to protect 
the rights and welfare of research subjects.  Your PHI will not be used or disclosed to 
any other person or entity, except as required by law, or for authorized oversight of 
this research study by other regulatory agencies, or for other research for which the 
use and disclosure of your PHI has been approved by the IRB.  Your PHI will be 
used only for the research purposes described in this consent form.  Your PHI will be 
used indefinitely. 
 
You may cancel this authorization in writing at any time by contacting the principal 
investigators listed on the last page of the consent form.  If you cancel the 
authorization, continued use of your PHI is permitted if it was obtained before the 
cancellation and its use is necessary in completing the research.  However, PHI 
collected after your cancellation may not be used in the study.  If you refuse to 
provide this authorization, you will not be able to participate in the research study.  If 
you cancel the authorization, then you will be withdrawn from the study.   
 
Criteria: 
To take part in this study, you must consent to a hearing screening, which will be 
provided at no charge to you.  The hearing screening will include tests of eardrum 
and ear canal health and screening of hearing sensitivity.  This will take about 15 
minutes.  If you do not meet the qualification guidelines of the study, you will be 
excluded from further participation.  If you meet the qualification guidelines, you 
will be asked to perform the following procedures.    
 
Procedures: 
If you meet the qualification guidelines and agree to participate in the study, you will 
be presented with a story at various levels and asked to adjust background noise to a 
level that is deemed acceptable to you.  During this time, you will be seated 
comfortably in a sound-treated booth.  All the sounds will be presented at a 
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comfortable loudness level.  You will be offered frequent breaks. Completion of this 
portion of the project will take approximately 30 minutes.  Therefore, including the 
hearing screening, the entire project should take about 45 minutes. 
 
Potential Risks or Discomfort: 
There are no psychological, social, or legal risks associated with participation in this 
study.    
 
Benefits: 
You will receive a free hearing screening for participating in this study.  You will 
receive $20.00 monetary compensation for your participation.  The scientific and 
clinical communities will benefit from greater understanding of the effects of speech 
presentation on acceptance of background noise.   
 
Confidentiality:  
Any information obtained with this study will remain confidential and will be 
disclosed only with your permission.  All information will be kept in a locked filing 
cabinet for 3 years and will then be destroyed.  
 
Alternatives: 
You do not have to take part in this study if you do not want to.  Your participation 
or non-participation in this project will in no way affect any future treatment or 
services you seek at the University of Tennessee, Department of Audiology and 
Speech Pathology at any time. 
 
Right to Withdraw: 
You can stop taking part in the study at any time, even after you sign this agreement.  
If you want to stop taking part in the study, simply tell us.  There is no penalty for 
quitting.   
 
Right to Inquire: 
If you have any questions about this study, you can write or call the researchers or 
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the University of Tennessee listed at the 
bottom of this form.   
 
Authorization: 
I have read this form in its entirety and feel I understand the risks and benefits of this 
study.  I agree to participate in this study.  I acknowledge that I have received a copy 
of this consent form. 
  
 
_____________________________________      ___________ 
Participant’s Signature                                              Date 
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Investigator’s Assurance: 
The individuals whose names appear below are responsible for carrying out this 
research program.  They assure that all questions about this research program are 
answered to the best of their abilities.  They will assure that you are informed of any 
changes in the procedures or risks and benefits if any should occur during or after the 
course of this study.  They assure that all information remains confidential. 
 
Melinda Freyhaldenhoven, M.A. Patrick Plyler, Ph.D.         
University of Tennessee  University of Tennessee              
444 South Stadium Hall  423 South Stadium Hall   
Knoxville, TN 37996   Knoxville, TN 37996    
865-974-1787    865-974-7588 
mfreyald@utk.edu   pplyler@utk.edu
 
Institutional Review Board                
University of Tennessee  
Office of Research     
865-974-3466 
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Appendix D  
Consent for Participants with Impaired Hearing 
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INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT 
Acceptable Noise Level Growth in Listeners with Normal and Impaired 
Hearing 
 
You are invited to participate in a study on the effects of speech presentation on 
acceptance of background noise.  In order to meet to the qualification guidelines, you 
must be (i) over the age of 21, and (ii) a current full-time, part-time, or non-users of 
binaural hearing aids.  If chosen, the study will take about 1.5 hours.   
 
HIPAA Consent Section:   
Under federal privacy regulations, you have the right to determine who has access to 
your personal health information (called "protected health information" or PHI).  PHI 
collected in this study may include behavioral responses to speech sounds, as well as 
basic demographic information.  By signing this consent form, you are authorizing 
the research team at the University of Tennessee to have access to your PHI 
collected for use in this study.  The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the 
University of Tennessee may review your PHI as part of its responsibility to protect 
the rights and welfare of research subjects.  Your PHI will not be used or disclosed to 
any other person or entity, except as required by law, or for authorized oversight of 
this research study by other regulatory agencies, or for other research for which the 
use and disclosure of your PHI has been approved by the IRB.  Your PHI will be 
used only for the research purposes described in this consent form.  Your PHI will be 
used indefinitely. 
 
You may cancel this authorization in writing at any time by contacting the principal 
investigators listed on the last page of the consent form.  If you cancel the 
authorization, continued use of your PHI is permitted if it was obtained before the 
cancellation and its use is necessary in completing the research.  However, PHI 
collected after your cancellation may not be used in the study.  If you refuse to 
provide this authorization, you will not be able to participate in the research study.  If 
you cancel the authorization, then you will be withdrawn from the study.   
 
Criteria: 
To take part in this study, you must consent to a hearing evaluation, which will be 
provided at no charge to you.  The hearing evaluation will include tests of eardrum 
and ear canal health and a test of hearing sensitivity.  This will take about 30 
minutes.  If you do not meet the qualification guidelines of the study, you will be 
excluded from further participation.  If you meet the qualification guidelines, you 
will be asked to perform the following procedures.    
 
Procedures: 
If you meet the qualification guideline and agree to participate in the study, you will 
be fitted with two hearing aids using standard (one-size fits all) earmolds.  You will 
be asked to complete a questionnaire to determine your pattern of hearing aid use.  
You will then be presented with a story at various levels and asked to adjust 
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background noise to a level that is deemed acceptable to you.  During this time, you 
will be seated comfortably in a sound-treated booth.  All the sounds will be presented 
at a comfortable loudness level.  You will be offered frequent breaks. Completion of 
this portion of the project will take approximately 1 hour.  Therefore, completion of 
the entire project will take about 1.5 hours. 
 
Potential risks or discomfort: 
There are no psychological, social, or legal risks associated with participation in this 
study.    
 
Benefits: 
You will receive a free hearing evaluation for participating in this study.  You will 
receive $20.00 monetary compensation for your participation.  The scientific and 
clinical communities will benefit from greater understanding of the effects of speech 
presentation on acceptance of background noise.  
 
Confidentiality:  
Any information obtained with this study will remain confidential and will be 
disclosed only with your permission.  All information will be kept in a locked filing 
cabinet for 3 years and will then be destroyed.  
 
Alternatives: 
You do not have to take part in this study if you do not want to.  Your participation 
or non-participation in this project will in no way affect any future treatment or 
services you seek at the University of Tennessee, Department of Audiology and 
Speech Pathology at any time. 
 
Right to withdraw: 
You can stop taking part in the study at any time, even after you sign this agreement.  
If you want to stop taking part in the study, simply tell us.  There is no penalty for 
quitting.   
 
Right to inquire: 
If you would like further information about the hearing aids that were used in the 
testing procedures, you will be referred to The University of Tennessee Speech and 
Hearing Clinic (865-974-5453).  If you have any questions about this study, you can 
write or call the researchers or the Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the 
University of Tennessee listed at the bottom of this form.   
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Authorization: 
I have read this form in its entirety and feel I understand the risks and benefits of this 
study.  I agree to participate in this study.  I acknowledge that I have received a copy 
of this consent form. 
 
_____________________________________      ___________ 
Participant’s Signature                                              Date 
   
Investigator’s Assurance: 
The individuals whose names appear below are responsible for carrying out this 
research program.  They assure that all questions about this research program are 
answered to the best of their abilities.  They will assure that you are informed of any 
changes in the procedures or risks and benefits if any should occur during or after the 
course of this study.  They assure that all information remains confidential. 
 
Melinda Freyhaldenhoven, M.A. Patrick Plyler, Ph.D.                      
University of Tennessee  University of Tennessee             
444 South Stadium Hall  423 South Stadium Hall   
Knoxville, TN 37996   Knoxville, TN 37996    
865-974-1787    865-974-7588 
mfreyald@utk.edu   pplyler@utk.edu
 
Institutional Review Board  
University of Tennessee  
Office of Research      
865-974-3466 
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